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The context

n In DC plans, retirement wealth depends on how 
much workers save (contributions) and how 
successfully the assets accumulated are allocated.

n The efficient allocation depends on 
– Type of options and products available
– The regulatory environment
– Managing risks (longevity, inflation and timing of 

annuitization)

n One of the main objectives of pension provision:  
to provide protection from outliving one’s own 
resources (i.e. longevity risk)
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Key questions
n What type of retirement payout options should a 

country allow?
– What type of retirement payout options are available?
– The country context
– The market context (annuity markets)

n Which entities should be providers of annuity 
products (regulatory framework)?

n Which type of annuity products should be 
allowed? 
– Guarantees involved in different products
– Risks associated with annuitization
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What payout options a country should allow?

n Decision determined by:
– Balance to strike btw flexibility/liquidity and 

protection from longevity risk (LR).
– The country context.

n Life annuities protect from LR, but illiquid and 
lack flexibility to address contingencies (pay 
down debt, health care).

n Lump-sums and programmed withdrawals more 
flexible, but no protection from LR
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The country context and payout options

n Countries provide significant level of retirement 
income already annuitized from public (and DB) 
pensions (in absolute as well as relative 
replacement rates) è better off allowing for more 
choice and flexibility permitting people allocate 
their DC balances as they please.

n Countries DC pensions are the main source of 
retirement income è retirees need to annuitize a 
larger share of their accumulated assets. 
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The country context: Mandatory DC

n In mandatory DC pension accounts (CEE & Latin 
America): DC pensions are an important source 
of retirement income è

n In order to provide protection from longevity risk, 
a minimum level of assets accumulated need to 
be annuitized.

n How much? It depends on the amount of 
retirement income already annuitized by public 
provision 
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Balance btw flexibility & protection LR
n Combined arrangements: Use accumulated DC 

assets to buy at the time of retirement a deferred 
life annuity that will start paying at a later age (80)

n It may costs around 15% of accumulated assets at 
retirement. 

n Use the remaining balance for PW.

n Programmed withdrawals (PW) è flexibility
n Deferred annuity è protection from LR

n Limit lump-sums distributions to a small part.
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Regulation

n The main criteria for regulation: COHERENCE
– Of the overall pension system: if large part of 

retirement income already annuitized through PAYG 
è full flexibility

– Btw accumulation and payout phases. If there is 
complete flexibility in the accumulation phase it makes 
sense to have full flexibility in the payout, and vice 
versa.

n Countries with mandatory pensions accounts, 
may need to mandate partial annuitization of 
balances in DC plans at retirement.
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Protection from Longevity Risk

n Recommendation: Mandate deferred life annuity 
to be bough at the time of retirement to begin 
paying at later ages (e.g. 80).

n Supply side: tackle the problem of hedging 
longevity risk (insufficient long-term hedging 
financial instruments and lack of LIBs).
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Who should provide annuities?

n Balance to strike btw competition and safety of 
retirement savings.

n The general argument: allow as many providers 
as possible in order to promote competition, 
lower prices and lower costs.

n However, in order to protect retirement savings 
from bankruptcies of providers: sound 
prudential framework. Allow only providers that 
would be subjected to solvency and capital 
adequacy requirements.
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Providers?

n On practical terms, … insurance companies are 
better prepared: experience, expertise, work on 
both sides of the market (sellers life insurance 
(mortality) and life annuities (life expectancy) 
possibility of offsetting both effects).

n Disadvantages: life insurance companies may 
have problems in offering annuities. 
– Lack of appropriate financial instruments to hedge 

against LR
– Insufficient very long-term instruments to match 

liabilities
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Providers?

n Pension funds
n Separate financial institutions (asset managers)
n State annuity fund or centralized annuity 

provider: reduce costs, general public distrusts 
private sector financial institutions.
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Providers

n Countries with small or non-existent annuity 
markets could institute a centralised annuity 
provider, but should allow insurance companies 
and other providers to enter the market, 
guarantee full equal competition, and the role of 
the centralise annuity provider should dwindle 
down as market develops.

n Countries that decide for pension funds providing 
annuities should make sure that appropriate 
prudential regulation is in place to protect 
retirement income.
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What type of annuity products?

n Trade-off btw choice, risk and costs

n The cost of annuities increase directly with the 
amount of protection and guarantees provided.

n There are many different type of annuity products 
providing different levels of guarantees and risks.

n Again, situation large part retirement income 
already annuitized è allow individuals to buy 
different annuity products, even if entailing 
greater risks (e.g. variable annuities access to 
stock market gains, but investment risk).
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Current studies at the OECD

n The impact of the timing of retirement

n The effect of guarantees and default investment 
options

n Regulation and the worst case scenario: joining 
the accumulation and payout phases.
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Risk associated with the time of retirement

n In the current context of the financial and 
economic crisis (big losses in accumulated 
assets in DC plans), those retiring now or in the 
near future will have much less retirement 
income than those who retire a year earlier. 
How to address this timing problem?

n Pension experts, regulators and the industry 
should be able to provide answers.
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Impact of the time of retirement
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Worst case scenario and regulation

n Risk averse regulators and individuals may prefer 
lower probability of big losses. 

n However, this comes at the cost of lower potential 
gains.

n More risk tolerant regulators may prefer more 
upside potential in retirement income.

n However, it comes at the costs of higher likelihood 
of losses.

n Let people choose keeping in mind the country 
context, coherence and protection from LR.
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Policy recommendations: payout & annuities
n Countries with mandatory pension accounts 

where assets accumulated in DC pensions are 
the main source of retirement income, should 
mandate that part of their assets are used to 
buy a deferred life annuity that starts paying at 
old age (e.g. 80). Rest of assets full flexibility 
and choice (PW).

n Having mandated a deferred life annuity allow 
any type of annuity products with the remaining 
balance.
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Policy recommendations: providers

n Allow any provider as long as they are sufficiently 
regulated and fair competition is guaranteed. 

n Countries small or not existent annuity markets 
institute a centralised annuity fund provider. Allow 
insurance companies and other providers to enter 
the market and guarantee full equal competition. 
Centralised annuity fund should dwindle down. 

n Countries that decide for pension funds providing 
annuities should make sure that appropriate 
prudential regulation is in place to protect 
retirement income.
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Policy recommendations: other measures

n Government may need to encourage the 
development of a market for longevity hedging 
products by developing a reliable longevity index. 
Countries small liabilities from PAYG, 
governments should consider issuing longevity-
indexed bonds.
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Gross replacement rates: Mandatory Plans

Source: OECD, Pensions at a Glance
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Impact of the time of retirement is large
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Impact of the time of retirement is large
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